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What Happens Next

• Registered attendees have access to
  • Presentation slides on hc34.hotchips.org
  • Replay on streamingvideoprovider.com available immediately
  • Slack content remains online for about 90 days

• People can still register and watch replay

• Presentations will be publicly available late this year
Thanks to everyone who made Hot Chips 34 possible
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Hot Chip 34 (Aug 21 – 23, 2022)
Thanks to Attendees

• Over 1,700 registered attendees as of Monday afternoon
• Many questions and active discussion on Slack
• Lively discussion on Twitter and social media
• Many articles in the press
• Hot Chips wouldn’t be possible without you
Hot Chips
Past, Present, and Future
Welcome!

The Technical Committee on Microprocessors and Microcomputers of the IEEE Computer Society welcomes you to the first Hot Chips Symposium. The purpose of this symposium is to provide a forum for architects, chip designers, and users of the latest state of the art results in microelectronic technology. The program committee has endeavored to avoid marketing presentations, and rather to bring forth the ideas and concerns of the actual chip architects and designers. As new architectures and special purpose processors are developed to off-load parallel tasks from the main cpu with resultant throughput enhancement, new concepts must be learned and understood. Thus another purpose of this symposium is to help professionals in the field continue to learn as part of their careers.
Hot Chips Present
Hot Chips Future

• Virtual Hot Chips not the same as in-person
• 70% of attendees prefer online/virtual conference
• 30% of attendees prefer in-person conference
• Organizers hope to do both with hybrid conference in 2023
Help us make Hot Chip 35 better

• Hot Chip 34 Attendee Survey
  • https://forms.gle/LxPzW4WL6DYSzkgb8
• 6 required multiple-choice questions
• 10 optional questions with free-form text
• Optionally provide email to enter raffle to win $100 Amazon gift card
Thanks

See you next year